In order to analyze NMR relaxation data in terms of parameters which describe internal motion, one must first obtain a description of the overall tumbling of the macromolecule in solution. Methods currently used to estimate these global parameters may not always provide reliable estimates of their values and uncertainties. In this paper, we present a general data analysis formalism based on products of Bayesian marginal probability densities which can be used to efficiently combine the information content from multiple experiments, such as R 1 , R 2 , and NOE data collected at multiple magnetic field strengths, or data from cross-correlation or rotating frame relaxation dispersion experiments. Our approach allows the estimation of global tumbling and internal dynamical parameters and their uncertainties without some of the assumptions which are made in the commonly-used methods for model-selection and global parameter estimation. Compared to an equivalent classical statistical approach, the Bayesian method not only is more computationally efficient, but also provides greater insight into the information content of the data. We demonstrate that this approach can be used to estimate both the isotropic rotational cor- 
INTRODUCTION
Dynamics play a significant role in the biological functions of proteins and other macromolecules (1) (2) (3) , and the sensitivity of NMR to motions experienced by nuclear spins has made NMR a powerful tool for the study of macromolecular dynamics (4, 5) . In particular, the dependence of relaxation rates on the spectral density J() of the motion for various relaxation mechanisms is well known (4, 6, 7) , allowing straightforward prediction of the heteronuclear relaxation rates given a knowledge of J(). However, the inverse problem of learning about the motions from a knowledge of the relaxation rates is much more difficult (8, 9) . Although it is possible to directly estimate J() based on relaxation data (10 -12) , most analyses of NMR relaxation data assume some functional form for J(), the adjustable parameters of which have some intuitive physical meaning. The formalism proposed by Lipari and Szabo, known as the "model-free" approach since it was developed without any assumptions of a detailed physical model (13, 14) , has proved to be extremely popular for the analysis of NMR relaxation data (5, 15) and will likely remain a de facto standard method because of its simplicity.
The original form of the Lipari-Szabo formalism contains an adjustable parameter for the overall tumbling of the macromolecule in solution as well as two parameters which describe the spatial restriction and timescale of the local dynamics of a given residue. It is clear that estimation of these parameters using the traditional three relaxation measurements (R 1 , R 2 , and NOE at one magnetic field strength) is dangerously close to being mathematically underdetermined, particularly for these nonlinear models. In practice, most current implementations of the Lipari-Szabo formalism estimate the global tumbling parameter independently at the start of the analysis, and then use that value to estimate the local dynamical parameters. These methods involve assumptions about the timescales of the internal motions and their distribution in the protein, which can lead to significant errors in estimates of their values and uncertainties. This is especially problematic as there exist strong correlations between the local and global parameter estimates, and this can lead to a propagation of errors in the estimation of the global parameters into the local parameters.
Furthermore, the Lipari-Szabo formalism has been extended in various ways, increasing the potential number of unknown local dynamical parameters from 2 to 5 (7) . Clearly, it is not mathematically possible to fit all of these parameters using three relaxation measurements. Therefore, existing analysis methods select a subset of three or fewer of the possible parameters which adequately fit the data. Generally, only a single such subset is selected, even though the data may be equally well fit by different models with different ranges of motional parameters, or may in fact result from a complex motion requiring more than three motional parameters for its complete description.
One way in which these shortcomings can be avoided is by the use of more relaxation measurements. In fact, recent studies of protein dynamics by NMR relaxation are making increasing use of relaxation data collected at two magnetic field strengths (e.g., (16 -20) ). Since the implementations of the Lipari-Szabo formalism currently in use were developed when the measurement of only three data was routine, it is not clear that they are making the most efficient use of all of the available information in this larger amount of data. Furthermore, new experiments based on cross-correlated relaxation (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) and rotatingframe relaxation dispersion (27) (28) (29) (30) are being developed and refined, and it would be desirable to have a general formalism which would allow the unified analysis of data from such experiments. Also, the need for more quantitatively reliable model-free parameter estimation has become imperative now that the interpretation of model-free parameters has moved beyond its original use as a qualitative description of backbone dynamics to more quantitative applications such as the estimation of thermodynamic parameters (31) (32) (33) and the analysis of changes in dynamics due to ligand binding and complex formation (5) .
In this paper, we present a novel approach to the estimation of dynamical parameters based on products of Bayesian marginal probability densities which takes full advantage of the information content of relaxation data collected at multiple fields, is general enough to allow the incorporation of data from novel relaxation experiments currently being developed, and avoids the problems inherent in the "traditional" model-selection approaches currently in use. Previously, Jin et al. (34, 35) described how traditional analysis methods could seriously underestimate the uncertainties in the extracted model-free parameters, and proposed a graphical method for the analysis of NMR relaxation data. However, that analysis method could only be applied to the simplest form of the Lipari-Szabo formalism and assumed that the global tumbling correlation time was known a priori. The approach presented here can be viewed as a natural generalization of the graphical analysis method and allows the estimation of the global tumbling correlation time and the use of the full Lipari-Szabo formalism, while also retaining the ability to accurately characterize the uncertainties in the extracted model-free parameters.
THEORY
In the Lipari-Szabo model-free formalism, it is assumed that the total time-correlation function C(t) is separable into a product of factors which depend only on the overall motion and the internal motion, respectively:
This is true if the overall tumbling is isotropic and is uncorrelated with the internal motion (13) . If the overall tumbling is indeed isotropic, then C O (t) is given by
where m is the rotational correlation time. Furthermore, it is assumed that the correlation function for the internal motion can be approximated by a single decaying exponential with a time constant of e and decays to a value of S 2 as t 3 ϱ:
[3]
Thus, in the Lipari-Szabo formalism,
where Ϫ1 ϭ e Ϫ1 ϩ m Ϫ1 . The generalized order parameters S 2 can be interpreted as a measure of the spatial restriction of the internal motion, and the effective correlation time e as a measure of the timescale of the internal motion (13) . In the case of an internuclear vector oriented at an angle with respect to the symmetry axis of a molecule undergoing axially symmetric anisotropic diffusion with tumbling parameters D and D Ќ , Schurr et al. (36) have established conditions under which J() can be written in the form
where
. This equation is an extension of the well-known expression for the spectral density of rigidly tumbling anisotropic ellipsoid (37) .
The commonly measured relaxation data for a 15 N-1 H spin pair undergoing dipole-dipole and chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) relaxation in the absence of cross-correlation can then be computed using the well-known expressions [7] and
, ⌬ is the 15 N CSA, and ⌽ ex is the field-independent portion of the contribution to R 2 due to chemical exchange. We should emphasize that the Bayesian formalism described below is in no way limited to the analysis of 15 N relaxation data, or to the Lipari-Szabo formalism, but can make use of other models for J() and can be easily extended to make use of other relaxation data.
It should be made clear that the validity of Eq. [4] depends only on the assumptions mentioned above, namely, that the overall tumbling is isotropic and stochastically uncorrelated with the internal motion, and that the internal motion is well approximated by a single decaying exponential. Despite popular misconceptions, the derivation of Eq. [4] by Lipari and Szabo makes no assumption about the timescale of the internal motion, and for isotropic overall tumbling it is valid for any value of e , including e Ն m , although the estimation of e values in that regime becomes difficult and requires extremely precise data (35) . The origin of this misconception appears to be the inclusion by Lipari and Szabo of simplifications of their main result (13, Eqs. [35] - [36] ) which are only valid if e Ӷ m , as well as their discussion of the difficulties which arise if there are multiple internal motions on a timescale close to the overall tumbling. However, in the absence of such multiple internal motions, Eq. [4] is valid for any timescale motion as long as its correlation function can be well approximated by a single decaying exponential. The effect of slow motions in the case of anisotropic tumbling is less straightforward and will be considered below.
It has been observed that not all macromolecular NMR relaxation data can be fit well to the simple Lipari-Szabo spectral densities. In particular, it is sometimes necessary to account for contributions to the transverse relaxation rate R 2 due to chemical exchange effects by adding a phenomenological R ex term to the predicted R 2 . This effect can be put on somewhat firmer footing through its quadratic dependence on the spectrometer frequency, as indicated in Eq. [7] , where R ex ϭ N 2 ⌽ ex (38, 39) , through the observation of the RF field-strength dependence of rotating-frame relaxation (27) (28) (29) (30) , or through the dependence of the apparent R 2 on the length of the CPMG delay (20) . Furthermore, it is occasionally necessary to invoke motion on two widely-separated time scales to adequately fit the data, resulting in the so-called "extended model-free" spectral density of Clore et al. (40) ,
where S 2 is the order parameter for the slow motion, S f 2 is the order parameter for the fast motion, and e is the effective correlation time for the slow motion (the fast motion is assumed to be in the extreme narrowing limit). It should be noted that Eq. [9] departs from conventional notation in order to emphasize its relationship with the original Lipari-Szabo spectral density of Eq. [4] .
The current standard implementations of the Lipari-Szabo approach (41) (42) (43) share the following overall strategy: (1) the correlation time for overall tumbling ( m ) is estimated from values of the ratio R 2 /R 1 for a selected subset of the residues, (2) nonlinear least-squares fits to the observed relaxation data are performed using various subsets of the possible regression variables (Table 1) , (3) model-selection criteria are used to decide which choice of regression variables is appropriate for each residue, and (4) the value of m may be re-optimized using the selected models. The uncertainties in all of the estimated parameters are then determined by classical Monte Carlo error analysis. The use of the R 2 /R 1 ratio to estimate the correlation time for overall tumbling in the context of the Lipari-Szabo formalism was first proposed by Kay et al. (44) in their analysis of 15 N relaxation data from staphylococcal nuclease. For the subset of residues which have motions only in the extreme narrowing limit (i.e. residues which satisfy model 1), the ratio R 2 /R 1 will be independent of S 2 and therefore will depend only on m . This is due to the fact that both R 1 and R 2 are linear functions of J(), and J() is proportional to S 2 if e ϭ 0 (Eqs. [4] , [6] , and [7] ). Based on the experimentally measured NOE values for staphylococcal nuclease, Kay et al.
TABLE 1 Nomenclature for Subsets of Regression Variables

Model
Regression variables
(44) pointed out that the second e -containing term of Eq. [4] could be neglected after eliminating obvious outlier residues with anomalous R 2 values due to chemical exchange and residues undergoing complex dynamics near the N-and Ctermini. This assumption is often valid for a subset of the residues in a given protein. However, if it is assumed that the choice of model is unknown a priori, then the use of the R 2 /R 1 ratio to estimate m constitutes an ad hoc assumption, since we have no guarantee that removing the obvious outliers or residues with R 2 /R 1 outside of one standard deviation of the mean will remove all nonmodel 1 residues. Indeed, in some systems there may be no residues which are accurately described by model 1. This problem has recently been recognized in the literature (45, 46) . In particular, Yao et al. (46) have proposed an iterative scheme to determine a lower bound on the NOE value for residues to be used for m determination, in an effort to exclude residues with significant e contributions. However, it is clear from the dependence of the NOE on e (Fig. 1a ) that one obtains nearly identical NOE values both with e Ϸ 0 as well as with e Ն 4 ns (given m ϭ 10 ns). Thus, one cannot definitively exclude the presence of large e contributions on the basis of the magnitude of the NOE. Furthermore, it is clear that the presence of such large e contributions will reduce the value of R 2 /R 1 , causing m to be underestimated (see Fig. 1b ).
Such inaccurate estimates of m can have significant effects on the model selection, as has been observed in the analysis of protein 15 N relaxation data. In our experience, changes in m of Ͻ10% are sufficient to cause the appearance or disappearance of R ex terms, as well as other changes in the "best fit" model (e.g., Table 3 of Li and Montelione (47)). In particular, the underestimation of m can lead to the appearance of inaccurate R ex terms (see below).
The combined effect of m uncertainty and model selection can be even more insidious. For example, if all m values in a 10% range as described above were in fact consistent with the data, then one would not be able to decide conclusively whether the data for a given residue was better fit by model 1 or model 3, since different values of m in that range would lead to a different inference about the presence of an exchange contribution. It is clear that in such a situation the uncertainty in m would be propagated into an uncertainty in the model choice, and therefore the selection of a single "best-fit" model can result in the underestimation of the uncertainty in the model-free parameters. Such model-selection uncertainty is not considered in current analysis methods. This may be due to the fact that the concept of model uncertainty, although intuitively reasonable, does not arise naturally in classical statistics.
STATISTICAL BACKGROUND AND COMPUTATIONAL METHOD
As was alluded to in the Introduction, the problems arising from model selection and the estimation of the global tumbling parameters could be avoided by the measurement of a sufficient number of relaxation data and fitting to the most general form of the Lipari-Szabo model. In principle, such data analysis could proceed along either a classical or a Bayesian statistical route. For example, if one wished to treat the problem classically (i.e., where the data are considered to be random variables and the parameters are unknown states of nature (48)), one could easily obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for the local dynamical parameters for each residue conditional on some value for m . If one assumes that the uncertainty in each data point is normally distributed, then this maximum likelihood estimate is simply the parameter values which minimize the weighted sum of squared residuals with respect to the data. One could then find the value of m which simultaneously minimizes the total of the conditional sum of squared residuals for all residues using a one-dimensional optimization algorithm (49) .
The uncertainties in the estimated dynamical parameters (including m ) could then be estimated by performing a classical Monte Carlo error analysis procedure, where one would repeat this optimization procedure for many random data sets generated using the assumed noise distribution. However, since m is a global adjustable parameter, one can no longer perform the error analysis residue by residue. Instead, one would have to generate data sets corresponding to all of the relaxation data for the entire protein. A large number of Monte Carlo samples would be required in order to adequately cover this very high dimensional parameter space, making a purely classical approach very computationally demanding.
A Bayesian version of this strategy is not only more computationally efficient, but also provides more insight into the information content of the data. Since Bayesian statistical methodology allows us to speak of the probability of a particular set of parameter values given the data (50, 51), we save a considerable amount of computational time by performing Monte Carlo sampling in the parameter space instead of the data space. Such sampling algorithms do not require repeated nonlinear optimizations, and therefore avoid convergence problems which sometimes arise with such algorithms. Furthermore, we can construct the overall solution based on the contributions from individual residues using the well-established methods of probability theory. This allows us to more easily assess the relative information content of the data for each residue and more easily identify outliers due to systematic errors in the data or model inadequacy.
A Bayesian version of the classical algorithm proposed above would begin by estimating the "local" joint probability density P(S 2 , e , R ex , S f 2 , m ͉R i ) for all of the parameters (in this case for the "extended model-free" spectral density) based on the relaxation data R i for residue i. By fitting to the most general form of this set of nested models, we avoid making any implicit model selections. Obviously, we must have at least as many data points as adjustable parameters if this local joint probability density is to provide an informative parameter estimate, but due to experimental uncertainties and the nonlinearities of the model function it is desirable that the fit be overdetermined. In this paper, we make use of R 1 , R 2 , and NOE data collected at multiple magnetic field strengths. In practice, we have found that six data points collected at sufficiently different fields (e.g., 400 and 600, or 500 and 800 MHz) provide good local parameter estimates, but that as few as five measurements (R 1 , R 2 , NOE, xy , and z ) at one field strength (25) is also sufficient.
We can enforce the condition that m is a global parameter a posteriori by "integrating out" all of the local parameters, and multiplying the resulting marginal probability densities P( m ͉R i ) for all residues i. It is interesting to note that some earlier applications of the Lipari-Szabo formalism to protein dynamics have in fact proceeded in precisely this manner, by attempting to treat m as an adjustable parameter on equal footing with S 2 and e (52-55), while others have made use of the sum of squared residuals surface or other graphical methods (56, 57) . This work extends these approaches by making full use of the information contained in the weighted sum of squared residuals surface, which is simply the negative of the logarithm of the Bayesian posterior probability under a uniform prior (see Eqs. [10] ; [11] below). By recognizing this fact, we can bring to bear the full power of probability theory to make statistical inferences about the global and local parameters in a way that is both computationally efficient and provides considerable insight into the information content of the data.
In this paper, we test this strategy for the extraction of dynamical information from NMR relaxation data. For simplicity, let us first consider the original Lipari-Szabo spectral density (Eq. [4] ). Using synthetic 15 N relaxation data, we generated Monte Carlo samples from the joint posterior probability density calculated using the Bayes theorem from the likelihood of the data and the prior probability of the parameters:
The likelihood of observing the data set R i for a given residue i given that the underlying dynamic processes are described by the given values of S 2 , e , R ex , and m is given by
where n is the number of relaxation data per residue, R ij is the jth "observed" relaxation value (i.e. R 1 , R 2 , or NOE) for the ith residue, R ij (calc) is the jth relaxation parameter calculated using the given values of S 2 , e , R ex , and m , and ij is the uncertainty in the jth "observed" relaxation value for the ith residue. The prior probability P(S 2 , e , R ex , m ) was taken to be equal to one in the region 0 Ͻ S 2 Ͻ 1, e Ն 0, R ex Ն 0, m Ͼ 0, and zero outside of this region. In principle, this prior could include information obtained from other sources, such as R ex information obtained from rotating frame relaxation measurements (27) (28) (29) (30) . Equation [10] contains a proportionality sign since we have not normalized the posterior probability by dividing by the marginal likelihood of the data (49, 50) . The Monte Carlo was performed using the Metropolis algorithm with an iteratively adjusted proposal distribution using the XRambo software package as described in detail by Andrec and Prestegard (58) . For purposes of simulation, we have chosen ij to be 5% of R ij for all of the calculations described in the following sections. Based on these Monte Carlo samples, one can obtain an estimate of the marginal density of m for the ith residue [12] by estimating the one-dimensional probability density based only on the m coordinates of the Monte Carlo samples (59, 60) . Analogous procedures could be used for both axially-symmetric anisotropic diffusion (Eq. [5] ) or the "extended model-free" spectral density (Eq. [9] ). In the former case, there are two global parameters (D and D Ќ ), and therefore the required marginal densities are bivariate.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Isotropic tumbling using the original Lipari-Szabo spectral density. Synthetic
15 N relaxation data at two field strengths (500 and 800 MHz) were generated using the parameters summarized in Table 2 . In particular, since large e values can severely limit the precision of Lipari-Szabo parameter estimates (34, 35) , we have included e values in the 1-2 ns range in order to test the robustness of our methodology in this regime. These data were then used to generate Monte Carlo samples from the "local" joint probability densities as described above. The resulting marginal probability densities P( m ͉R i ) are shown in Fig. 2 . It is apparent from the widths of the distributions that these "local" m estimates are of quite variable precision, with some residues (such as 1, 3, and 4) having fairly narrow distributions and thereby providing considerable information regarding the value of m , while others (such as residue 5) are quite broad and provide very little m information. This insight into the relative information content of the data for various residues with respect to the estimation of m is something which would not be readily available from the classical parameter estimation procedure outlined above.
The resulting "local" m distributions in several cases do not have their modes at the m value (10.0 ns) used to generate the synthetic data, particularly for residues with substantial e contributions (such as residue 2), although in all cases the "correct" m value is near the maximum of the posterior probability density. The fact that the modes are not at 10.0 ns is not unexpected, since Eq. [4] represents a highly nonlinear model. Furthermore, the modes of P(S 2 , e , R ex , m ͉R i ) and P( m ͉R i )
need not occur at the same value of m if the former contains significant nonlinear correlations (58) . As expected, however, the P( m ͉R i ) do converge to sharp distributions centered at the "correct" value of 10.0 ns as the uncertainties ij approach zero (data not shown). Since m is a global parameter, it must have the same value for all residues. We can impose this constraint by taking the product of P( m ͉R i ) over all N residues:
[13]
The probability density of m obtained by multiplying the kernel density estimate points of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, P( m ͉R) constitutes the estimate of the value of m and its uncertainty given the experimental data. Again, because of the nonlinearities in the model, the mode of the resulting distribution need not occur at 10.0 ns. However, the results do indicate that a m of 10.0 ns is highly probable. Although this is not a feature of the synthetic data used here, it should be recognized that systematic error in the relaxation measurements, more complex internal motions, or rotational anisotropy could result in P( m ͉R i ) distributions which are mutually inconsistent. Such inconsistency could be used as an indicator of such effects and is another example of insight into the data that could not have been easily obtained using classical parameter estimation methods. In practice, one could confirm that an inconsistency in m is due to anisotropy by observing a correlation between the m values and the relative orientations of the amide bond vectors as determined from suitable X-ray crystal or NMR solution structures (36) . However, it is also possible that systematic errors in relaxation measurements or ill-determined relative amide bond orientations may not result in a detectable deviation in the local m estimates. In such cases, it may still be possible to detect such errors through a residual analysis in which the observed data is compared to the distribution of data values back-calculated from P(S 2 , e , R ex , m ͉R i ). Once the local distributions for the tumbling parameter have been constructed, they can then be used to determine the probability density of S 2 , e , and R ex for each residue. This is done by generating Monte Carlo samples from the "global" joint density
for the local parameters of residue i, where the quantity in square brackets represents the information about m contained in the other N-1 residues. Since model selection in the traditional analysis procedure consists of determining whether there is a significant e or R ex contribution, we have plotted the results as bivariate marginal densities of e and R ex in Fig. 4 . In all cases, the probability densities of the local parameters are quite well-determined. The precision of the R ex estimate could be further improved by collecting additional R 2 data at a third field strength, if that is practical. It is clear that for residues 4, 5, and 6 most of the probability mass is located well away from either the e ϭ 0 or the R ex ϭ 0 axes, confirming that they are well fit by model 4 ( e 0 and R ex 0). Residues 1 and 2, on the other hand, have most of the probability mass lying at the R ex ϭ 0 axis, but well separated from the e ϭ 0 axis, confirming that they can be fit to model 2 ( e 0 and R ex ϭ 0). Similarly, residue 3 has most of its probability mass lying at
FIG. 2.
The "local" marginal probability densities P( m ͉R i ) calculated using the relaxation data R i for each of the six residues shown in Table 2 . The curves were calculated using a univariate Gaussian kernel density estimator (59) from Monte Carlo samples using the "maximal smoothing" window width (60) . A total of 120,000 Monte Carlo samples were generated using XRambo, of which every eighth sample was used for the probability density estimate.
FIG. 3.
The circles represent the products of P( m ͉R i ) (Fig. 2) for i ϭ 1, . . . , 6 evaluated at m increments of 0.08 ns. The solid line is the least-squares-fit Gaussian, having a mean of 9.86 ns and a standard deviation of 0.33 ns. the e ϭ 0 axis, but away from the R ex ϭ 0 axis, confirming that it is well fit by model 3 ( e ϭ 0 and R ex 0). However, it is also clear that in all cases there is significant probability density away from the e ϭ 0 and R ex ϭ 0 axes. Therefore, rather than stating that a certain residue (e.g. residue 1) is "model 2," one may wish to simply report that R ex is most likely less than 0.75 s Ϫ1 and that e lies between 0.5 and 1.5 ns. Such upper and lower bounds can be estimated visually or determined automatically from the Monte Carlo samples using nonparametric statistical methods (58, 61) . Alternatively, one could also describe the results in terms of a mixture of traditional models, for example, 80% probability of model 2 and 20% probability of model 4. Although one could proceed as in the traditional approach and reestimate the local parameters while holding e and/or R ex fixed at zero, this is not necessary, and may underestimate the true uncertainties by eliminating model-choice uncertainty.
Anisotropic axially symmetric tumbling.
It has been noted in the literature that the presence of anisotropic tumbling can have insidious effects on the extracted motional parameters if the data are fit using an isotropic model (36, (62) (63) (64) . One method that has been proposed for the identification of such effects involves estimating a "local" m independently for each residue using the spectral density of Eq. [4] (36, 63) , as we have done in Fig. 2 . However, our approach can be easily extended to directly estimate D and D Ќ using Eq. [5] if we assume that the diffusion tensor orientation is known. It should be noted that the derivation of Eq. [5] by Schurr et al. (36) assumes that the internal motions occur on a significantly faster time scale than the overall tumbling. Although a rigorous factorization of the correlation function along the lines of Eq.
[1] for anisotropic tumbling is not possible in general (13, 36) , we have found that Eq. [5] is able to estimate S 2 to within 5% accuracy from synthetic data generated with the anisotropic
FIG. 4.
Monte Carlo samples generated from the probability density of Eq. [14] using XRambo for each of the six residues of Table 2 . A total of 120,000 Monte Carlo samples were generated, of which every eighth sample is shown. Each panel corresponds to a projection of the Monte Carlo samples onto the e -R ex plane and is a representation of the marginal probability density P( e , R ex ͉R).
diffusion-in-a-cone model (13, 65, 66) with internal motional correlation times in the range of 0
These results show that internal motional parameters extracted using Eq. [5] can be meaningful even if e is not much smaller than the correlation times for the overall tumbling. Therefore, as in the isotropic example above, we have chosen to use e values of 1-2 ns in order to validate our formalism in this regime.
We proceeded in an analogous manner, using synthetic data for a protein with an anisotropic diffusion tensor (Table 3) a The synthetic R 1 , R 2 , and NOE data were calculated using Eqs. [5] , [6] , [7] , and [8] with D ϭ 0.016 ns Ϫ1 and D Ќ ϭ 0.008 ns Ϫ1 and the values of S 2 , e , R ex , and listed in the table.
b We define R ex to be the value of N 2 ⌽ ex at a proton frequency of 500 MHz.
FIG. 5.
Monte Carlo samples generated from the probability density P(S 2 , e , R ex , D , D Ќ ͉R i , ) using XRambo and relaxation data R i for each of the six residues shown in Table 3 . A total of 400,000 Monte Carlo samples were generated for each residue, of which every eighth sample is shown. Each panel corresponds to a projection of the Monte Carlo samples onto the D -D Ќ plane and is a representation of the marginal probability density P (D , D Ќ ͉R i , ) . are not independent, but are approximately linearly correlated. Furthermore, in this particular case the uncertainties in D and D Ќ are large enough that one cannot unambiguously eliminate the possibility of isotropic tumbling (Fig. 6) , despite the fact that the "true" anisotropy is quite large (D /D Ќ ϭ 2). The interpretation of relaxation data in terms of Bayesian probability densities allows the use of products of marginal densities to efficiently estimate global D and D Ќ values. This represents a significant improvement over classical statistical methods and circumvents the requirement for criteria which attempt to exclude residues which have internal motion outside of the extreme narrowing limit (25, 62, 64, 67) .
3. Isotropic tumbling using the "extended model-free" spectral density. Although the application of our approach to the "extended model-free" spectral density (40) is in principle identical to the examples shown above, problems can arise in practice because one cannot unambiguously estimate values for both S 2 and S f 2 as e approaches zero, since S f 2 loses physical meaning in that limit. This is not a substantial problem, however, since P( m ͉R i ) can still be correctly estimated if the model is reparametrized so that one estimates the product S 2 S f 2 . It should be noted that this is not a shortcoming of our formalism, but rather is a reflection of the underlying physics. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach for handling the extended model, we show the results obtained for the estimation of P(S 2 , e , R ex , S f 2 , m ͉R i ) for one set of synthetic data generated using a e value of 1.0 ns (at a m of 10 ns) (Fig. 7) . Since in this case e is sufficiently greater than zero, it is not necessary to reparameterize the model. The resulting marginal density of m (which corresponds to the width of the "cloud" in the left-most column of plots in Fig. 7 ) is quite narrow, considering that it is derived from relaxation data for only one residue. A typical protein will likely have a number of residues which will allow similarly narrow m estimates. As before, if the resulting P( m ͉R i ) distributions have modes at nearly equal values of m , then the global m estimate P( m ͉R) will be even narrower. Correspondingly, if the modes do not occur at nearly equal values of m , then this may be evidence for systematic experimental error or the violation of the assumption of a single global dynamic parameter.
The projections of the five-dimensional probability distribution onto planes corresponding to each of the 10 possible orthogonal two-dimensional "viewpoints" shown in Fig. 7 ; and NOE ϭ 0.497, 0.601, 0.695 for 400, 600, and 800 MHz, respectively). A 5% relative error in each relaxation value was assumed. A total of 120,000 Monte Carlo samples were generated, of which every eighth sample is shown. Each panel corresponds to a projection of the full set of Monte Carlo samples onto a plane corresponding to each pair of parameters.
correlation, respectively, with m . Thus, by underestimating the uncertainty in m , either by artificially fixing its value at the value determined from R 2 /R 1 or by forcing R ex ϭ 0 by choosing regression model 5, the true uncertainty in e and S 2 would be significantly underestimated. This is particularly apparent if we consider the dotted line at m ϭ 9.0 ns. In this case, we cannot obtain a good fit to the data unless we allow a small but finite R ex contribution of 0.5 s Ϫ1 . Had we forced R ex ϭ 0 by choosing regression model 5, we would have been misled into a smaller uncertainty for m , since m values less than Ϸ9.0 ns are inconsistent with R ex ϭ 0. Also, we would have underestimated the uncertainties in S 2 and e by partially eliminating values of e Ͻ 1.0 ns and S 2 Ͼ 0.85 due to the correlations among the dynamical parameters.
Based on these observations, it is clear that the traditional model-selection strategy can lead to a serious underestimation of the uncertainties in the dynamical parameters due to the neglect of ambiguities in model choice. By fitting to the most general model, one can avoid explicit model selection and thereby avoid this problem. Furthermore, the concept of model uncertainty arises quite naturally in Bayesian statistics, and we can use the concept of model uncertainty to describe the results of such a general fit. In fact, Bayesian methods allow the extension of this concept to situations in which the models are not nested and no such "most general model" exists (51).
Application to experimental data.
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our method using experimental data, we have performed a local m analysis for the first helix of the protein S100B(␤␤). S100B(␤␤) is a dimeric Ca 2ϩ -binding protein (91 residues/monomer) which has been implicated in the neuropathologies of Down's syndrome and Alzheimer's disease (68) , and the structure of which has been determined by NMR methods (69) . R 1 , R 2 , and NOE data obtained at 400 and 600 MHz (K. G. Inman and D. J. Weber, unpublished data) were analyzed as described above using the original LipariSzabo spectral density including R ex (Eqs. [4] and [12] ). The calculation required approximately 60 s of CPU time per residue on an SGI R10000 computer. The results for the m distributions in helix 1 of S100B(␤␤) are shown in Fig. 8 . All remaining local dynamical parameter estimates were within physically reasonable ranges (S 2 Ϸ 0.8-0.95, e Ͻ 300 ps, R ex Ͻ 1.5 s Ϫ1 at 400 MHz). With the possible exception of residues 3 and 17, the marginal m distributions are quite consistent, with an apparent m of approximately 8 ns, which is reasonable for a 182-residue protein. It should be noted that this apparent m need not correspond to a global m , since S100B(␤␤) may have nonnegligible anisotropy. However, even for a significantly anisotropic protein, the apparent m values in a given helix should be nearly equal, since all of the amide vectors point in approximately the same direction (64).
FIG. 8.
The local marginal probability densities P( m ͉R i ) calculated using the relaxation data R i for helix 1 (residues 2-18) of the protein S100B(␤␤) (K. G. Inman and D. J. Weber, unpublished data). A total of 19,500 Monte Carlo samples were generated for each residue using a "slicing" algorithm (71) , and the curves were calculated as in Fig. 2 . Data for residues 7, 8, 11, 16, and 18 were unavailable due to spectral overlap, and the joint distributions P(S 2 , e , R ex , m ͉R i ) for residues 12 and 15 were unbounded with respect to e and were eliminated from the analysis.
The small deviations that are seen, such as those for residues 3 and 17, may be due to experimental errors in the relaxation data or more complex dynamics at the ends of the helix. Similar consistent behavior is observed for the other helices in the protein. A detailed analysis of the global and local dynamics of S100B(␤␤) is currently under way using the methods described here, as well as using traditional methods based on model selection. The results of these analyses will be presented elsewhere.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the use of a Bayesian statistical approach based on the product of marginal densities for the estimation of dynamical parameters from relaxation data is straightforward, powerful, and avoids the additional assumptions which are necessary in the standard procedures. In part, such assumptions were made necessary by the lack of sufficient data to fit the most general form of the Lipari-Szabo spectral density. In this paper, we have expanded the data set by including the R 1 , R 2 , and NOE data collected using multiple magnetic field strengths. The collection of relaxation data at multiple spectrometer frequencies does represent an additional investment of time and resources for the spectroscopist. We believe, however, that such an investment will have substantial benefits for the detailed quantitative interpretation in terms of Lipari-Szabo dynamical parameters. It should be noted that the use of multiple field strengths is not a requirement for the application of this formalism. Rather, the product of marginal densities formalism provides a natural and consistent means for combining the information contained in data obtained from multiple sources or methods, such as rotating-frame or crosscorrelated relaxation measurements. Furthermore, we could also incorporate relaxation data from other nuclei, such as 13 C ␣ relaxation, in order to further improve the global parameter estimates (70) . This formalism in fact could be used for any nonlinear parameter estimation problem with a high-dimensional parameter space that can be separated into low-dimensional subspaces which are independent except for a small number of global parameters. We have shown that by collecting more data the traditional model selection and global parameter estimation methods and their inherent assumptions can be avoided, allowing the reliable estimation of the uncertainties in the global tumbling parameters. Although one could construct classical statistical parameter estimation methods which avoid these assumptions, we show that a Bayesian method is computationally efficient and provides more insight into the information content of the data. The reliable estimation of the uncertainties in the global parameters is crucial, since there are significant correlations among the global and local parameters, and the estimation of the uncertainties in the local parameters are necessary for quantitative applications of the Lipari-Szabo formalism. Work is in progress to apply the product of marginal densities formalism described here to more experimental data and to implement these methods in a practical, user-friendly software package for use by the NMR spectroscopy community.
